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A- Choose the correct answers from a, b, c, or d in the following questions:  

1. A metal machine……………on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 years old. 

a. found                       b. has found                 c. was found               d. have been found  

2. Sorensen was wearing his artificial arm. The synonym of the underlined word is: 

a. paediatric                 b. prosthetic                c. natural                    d. apparatus               

3. All governments always give promise to be fully……………to reducing unemployment.  

a. commit                     b. committed                c. commitment           d. committedly  

4. My car broke down three times yesterday. Did you ………it………? 

a. have / repaired        b. had / repaired          c. has / repaired           d. are / repaired 

5. The shapes and angles are things……………students study at engineering faculty.  

a. whose                      b. who                            c. which                       d. where  

6. My brother…………..his first novel by the time he was 25 years old. 

a. has published         b. was published           c. publish                   d. had published   

7. Doctors often treat childhood diseases with antibodies which is a……………….approach.  

a. viable                       b. conventional               c. alien                      d. complementary  

8. Are you……………in Canada yet? You've only been here since 2020.  

a. used to live             b. use to live                    c. used to living         d. use living  

9. A students sometimes can't access to…………….information without a credit card.  

a. rely                          b. reliable                          c. reliably                     d. reliance    

10. My mother lost her purse yesterday. She………………in the market, it could be left there. 

a. have shopped        b. was shopped       c. had been shopping        d. were shopping        

11. My father bought me a shirt, but it is not my stylish. So, it became a…………………. 

a. feel blue               b. out of the blue           c. white elephant             d. the green light  

12. According to Kate's schedule, she's………………her business partner next Tuesday. 

a. going to meet          b. will meet                   c. was met                d. has been meeting  

13. If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are…………………. 

a. carbon-neutral         b. carbon footprint       c. negative effects      d. urban planning 

14. Next month, we…………….in this house for a year. Let's celebrate.  

a. will be living                  b. will live                  c. live                       d. will have lived  

15. My friend told me that he……….never………his visit to Spain the previous year. 

a. will / forget                 b. would / forgot           c. would / forget          d. will / forgot  

16. Adeeb is going to…………several courses with a specialist scientists in Germany.  

a. get                                b. take                           c. catch                        d. attend  

17. The teacher gave his students see red to play outside. Change the misused color idiom. 

a. the green light             b. red-handed               c. feel blue               d. out of the blue 
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18. Students can use……………..on their computer to help them with their studies.  

a. computer chip               b. social media                c. blog                d. privacy settings 

19. Many cancer patients live far away from Amman, where the KHCC……………. 

a. was located                   b. locates                         c. is located              d. is locating  

20. Health experts confirm that organic food is not as healthy as…………….grown food.  

a. convention                  b. conventional         c. conventionally        d. conventionalize 

21. If something seems very unusual and strange, we sometimes say it is……………… 

a. alien                             b. sceptical                         c. viable                      d. artificial  

22. Students can…………..to the website; for example they can post photos and messages.  

a. share                            b. compare                  c. contribute                    d. exchange  

23. You can borrow this book next Friday. I…………….it by then.  

a. will finish                     b. finished                  c. had finished        d. will have finished  

24. A doctor from London is going to……………...a talk about the new cancer drug.  

a. give                               b. know                          c. turn                            d. send  

25. Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. The rhetorical device is:  

a. metaphor                  b. simile                      c. onomatopoeia           d. personification  

26. ………………….is a serious disease which transmitted by mosquitoes.  

a. malaria                         b. migraine                    c. allergies                      d. arthritis  

27. Salma had her phone number…………...because she received some calls from strangers. 

a. change                         b. was changed                c. had changed            d. changed   

28. As a result of careful planning, the number of healthcare services………………..rapidly over 

the past years. 

a. had increased      b. has been increasing     c. have been increasing     d. increased 

29. Chinese usually use the.......................approach to relieve some common ailments.  

a. acupuncture          b. akupuncture                 c. acupunkture             d. acupauncture 

30. There were remote areas…………people had been without consistent access to safe water.  

a. which                        b. where                           c. who                           d. whose  

31. It is important to encourage young inventors and help them develop………………… 

a. dementia                     b. reputation                 c. self-confidence           d. waterproof  

32. Teachers always work at their schools, but they……………from their homes these days.  

a. has been working         b. had worked               c. are working               d. worked  

33. Many people, nowadays, post their ideas on webpages on the………………… 

a. World Wide Web            b. blog                           c. filters                       d. smartphone 

34. Before the Internet………………, nobody had dreamt of online shopping. 

a. has invented                  b. is invented                   c. invented             d. was invented 
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35. The life………………..figures show that Jordan's healthcare system is successful. 

a. expect                        b. expectable                  c. expectably                  d. expectancy             

36. ……………….is a system of complementary medicine in which illnesses are treated by 

minute doses of herbs and other natural substances. 

a. herbal remedy            b. migraine                      c. ailment                  d. homoeopathy 

37. Students like learning if they……….…with information in interesting and challenging ways. 

a. was presented         b. are presented       c. had presented          d. will be presented  

38. My friend has already won the financial prize. He is planning…………a new flat in Amman. 

a. buy                              b. buying                         c. will buy                        d. to buy  

39. My son spent a long time doing a complicated………….and he still didn't solve the question.  

a. calculate                      b. calculated                  c. calculator                  d. calculation  

40. Students nowadays……………..online learning which becomes another option for learning.  

a. used to                        b. use to                        c. didn't use to                d. are used to 

41. My grandfather has to take different…………….of medicine daily. 

a. symptoms                    b. tablets                          c. limbs                        d. prosthetics    

42. Masdar City will be supplied with 80 % of water recycled and through a ……………..plant.   

a. desalinate                    b. desalination               c. desalinated              d. desalinating  

43. Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say it is………………. 

a. sceptical                       b. conventional               c. viable                       d. alien       

44. Countries should be made a priority of existing cities instead of building an artificial….…city.  

a. sustain                          b. sustainable                c. sustainably           d. sustainability 

45. Geometric shapes and…………….are subjects which are studied by mathematicians.  

a. arithmetic                      b. polymath                      c. scale                      d. chemistry 

46. The new cancer drug………………..as a single pill every morning.  

a. is taken                           b. take                            c. has taken                  d. are taken 

47. Masdar City,……began its development in 2006 CE, will be the world’s first carbon-neutral. 

a. which                             b. whose                           c. where                        d. who 

48. Megaprojects………………to encourage economic growth and bring new benefits to cities. 

a. design                  b. are designed           c. has been designed          d. are designing  

49. COVID-19 vaccine should be given to……………people who have the first dose.  

a. immunized                   b. immunization                c. immunize            d. immunizingly  

50. Students at Masdar City……..fully………to finding solutions to the world’s energy problems. 

a. is / committed        b. am / committed       c. are / committed       d. has / committed 

51. It's three o'clock now, so Dana's flight…………..at Queen Alia International Airport.  

a. will have arrived            b. was arrived                  c. arrived                     d. arrive 
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52. I……………about the new job in Kuwait for a while when I received an email from them.  

a. am thinking                 b. had been thinking           c. think           d. will have thought  

53. Computers have brought……………changes in all aspects of life.  

a. revolutionary                 b. filter                       c. chemistry               d. sustainability 

54. The dentist………..his new clinic…………last week after moving to a new building.  

a. was / furnished          b. had  / furnished         c. has / furnished        d. is / furnished 

55. Don't worry, it's a simple program to use. I'm sure, you……………it in a short time. 

a. didn't use to                   b. used to                      c. use to                    d. are used to 

56. Adeeb..................Sheikh Hamdan's attention with his ground-breaking discovery. 

a. took                                b. caught                         c. got                        d. spent 

57. We must not take medicine without consulting a specialist........................ 

a. physician                     b. phyzician                      c. phiysician                d. physiacian 

58. Many…………….systems are still existed as a great legacy from Ibn Bassal in Spain. 

a. irrigate                          b. irrigated                         c. irrigatedly                d. irrigation  

59. In order to cope with the increase in demand for treatment…….the KHCC has begun an 

expansion programme……. 

a. ( ; / . )                                b. ( , / . )                            c. ( ! / . )                         d. ( ,/ ! ) 

 

60. It is unusual for her to get up early after a long period of online learning. 

a. She used to get up early after a long period of online learning. 

b. She is used to getting up early after a long period of online learning. 

c. She is not used to getting up early after a long period of online learning. 

d. She did not use to get up early after a long period of online learning.  

61. My brother finished his homework then he went shopping with my mum.  

a. Before my brother went shopping with my mum, he had finished his homework.  

b. Before my brother had gone shopping with my mum, he had finished his homework.  

c. Before my brother had gone shopping with my mum, he finished his homework.  

d. Before my brother went shopping with my mum, he finished his homework.  

62. Nobody has ever told him how to manage the club. 

a. He had never been told how to manage the club. 

b. He had not ever been told how to manage the club. 

c. He has ever been told how to manage the club. 

d. He has never been told how to manage the club. 
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63. I'll send you a postcard when I get there. 

a. Sami told his wife that he would send her a postcard when he get here.  

b. Sami told his wife that he would send her a postcard when he got there.  

c. Sami told his wife that he would sent her a postcard when he got there.  

d. Sami told his wife that he would sent her a postcard when I got here.  

64. It is abnormal for her to stay up all night.  

a. She is used to staying up all night.  

b. She isn't used to staying up all night.  

c. She used to staying up all night.  

d. She isn't used to stay up all night.  

65. No smoking is allowed in the public transport.  

a. Passengers don't have to smoke in the public transport.  

b. Passengers might smoke in the public transport.  

c. Passengers must smoke in the public transport.  

d. Passengers mustn't smoke in the public transport.  

66. My mum tided my bedroom two hours ago.  

a. I had my bedroom tided.  

b. I have been my bedroom tided.  

c. I had my bedroom been tided.  

d. I have my bedroom been tided.  

67. Renewable energy provides a better environment for all of us. 

a. Renewable energy is the thing that provide a better environment for all of us. 

b. Renewable energy is the thing that provides a better environment for all of us. 

c. Renewable energy is the place that provides a better environment for all of us. 

d. Renewable energy is the time when provides a better environment for all of us. 

68. We are used to working from home these days. 

a. It is familiar for us to work from home these days.  

b. It isn't normal for us to work from home those days.  

c. It was a customary those days for me to work from home.  

d. It was familiar for me to work from home these days.  
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69. The smoke from the factories' chimneys pollutes the air. 

a. The smoke from the factories' chimneys was the thing that pollutes the air.  

b. The thing where pollutes the air was the smoke from the factories' chimneys. 

c. The thing that pollutes the air is the smoke from the factories' chimneys.  

d. The smoke from the factories' chimneys is the thing in which pollutes the air.  

70. They often had parties on weekends. 

a. The time when they often had parties is on weekends.  

b. It was on weekends when they often had parties.  

c. On weekends is the time when they often had parties.  

d. The time when they often have parties was on weekends. 

71. I met him on the way to school. 

a. On the way to school was the place where I met him.  

b. It is on the way to school where I met him.  

c. The place where I met him is on the way to school.  

d. The place in which I met him was on the way to school.  

72. The sentence which is written in the correct order is……………….. 

a. Ibn Sina was influenced the works as a young man by of the philosopher Aristotle. 

b. Ibn Sina as a young man the works was influenced by of the philosopher Aristotle. 

c. Ibn Sina was influenced as a young man by the works of the philosopher Aristotle. 

d. Ibn Sina was a young man influenced by the works of the as philosopher Aristotle. 

73. The sentence which is written in the correct order is………………… 

a. For this reason, there are plans to extend cancer care facilities to other parts of Jordan. 

b. For this reason; plans there are to extend cancer care facilities to other parts of Jordan. 

c. For this reason; there are plans to extend facilities care cancer to other parts of Jordan. 

d. For this reason, plans there are to extend facilities care cancer to other parts of Jordan. 

74. The sentence which is written in the correct order is………………… 

Games / take up / inspire / to / often / Olympic / people / young / sports  

a. Olympic Games often inspire young people to take up sports.  

b. Olympic Games inspire often young people take up to sports.  

c. Young people often inspire Olympic Games take up to sports.  

d. Young people take up often inspire Olympic Games to sports.  
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B- Read the following texts, then answer the questions below: 

In the 1940s, technology had developed enough for inventors to make the first 

generation of modern computers. One such model was so large that it needed a room that 

was 167 square meters to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists in England 

developed the first computer program. It took 25 minutes to complete one calculation. In 

1958 CE, the computer chip was developed. 
 

75. What does the underlined pronoun (that) in the following text refer to? 

a. forties                              b. fourties                          c. fifties                         d. sixties 

 

 

In 2010 CE, neuroscientists confirmed that it was possible to communicate with some 

patients in a coma, by using a special brain scanner called an MRI. They suggested that, in 

the future, more meaningful dialogue with patients in a coma would be possible. Two years 

later, it has finally happened. The scanner, used on a man who has been in a coma for more 

than twelve years, proves that he has a conscious, thinking mind – a fact that had 

previously been disputed by many. Doctors plan to use similar brain-scanning techniques 

in the future to find out whether patients are in pain, or what they would like to be done in 

order to improve their quality of life. 
 

76. When was the first meaningful dialogue with patients in coma happened? 

a. 2010                               b. 2012                                   c. 2008                           d. 2011 

77. From the text, find a word that indicates to (an unconscious state).  

a. scanner                        b. communicate                      c. MRI                            d. coma  
 

 

Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and 

astronomer – a true polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these 

fields, but it is probably his work in arithmetic and geometry that has made him most 

famous. 
 

78. What does the underlined pronoun (that) in the text above refer to? 

a. Al-Kindi 

b. Ground-breaking discoveries 

c. Many of these fields 

d. His work in arithmetic and geometry  
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Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it does more than that - it 

connects objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other; for 

example, your TV automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat nav’ 

system tells you where you are. This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and there’s a lot 

more to come. 

 

79. The best title for the text above is:…………………………. 

a. The internet of things              

b. An easy life   

c. What does the internet of things mean?  

d. An Unknown Future 

 

Of course this raises a question: how can I manage to fit in all this extra exercise? The 

best way is to build it into our daily lives so that it becomes a routine. It doesn’t have to 

take much extra time. You could get off the bus one stop earlier than usual, or stand up 

when you’re on the phone! Most importantly, we should find a sport that we enjoy doing. 

That way, we will all become fitter, healthier and happier. 

 

80. The best title for the text above is:…………………………. 

a. Growing problem  

b. Time to listen  

c. Beneficial advice  

d. It's good for you.  

 

Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and 

astronomer – a true polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these 

fields, but it is probably his work in arithmetic and geometry that has made him most 

famous. 

 

81. One of the following is not related to specialized people.  

a. Philosopher  

b. Astronomer  

c. Arithmetic 

d. Chemist  
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C- Read the following text, then answer the questions below: 

As a result of careful planning, the number of healthcare services has been 

increasing rapidly over the past years. More than 800 different kinds of healthcare centres 

have been built, as well as 188 dental clinics. In 2012 CE, 98 per cent of Jordanian children 

were fully immunised, thanks to immunisation teams that had been working towards this 

goal for several years. Although there were remote areas of the country where people had 

been without consistent access to electricity and safe water, almost 99 per cent of the 

country’s population now has access. 

Although the country has been focusing mainly on improving its primary healthcare 

facilities, it has not neglected its advanced medical facilities. The reputation of Jordanian 

doctors has spread in the region, and now many more patients come to Jordan for open 

heart surgery. In Jordan, the open heart surgery programme started in 1970 CE in Amman. 

The life expectancy figures show that Jordan's healthcare system is successful. In 

1965 CE, the average Jordanian's life expectancy was age 50. In 2012 CE, this average life 

expectancy had risen to 73.5. According to UNICEF statistics, between 1981 CE and 1991 

CE, Jordan’s infant mortality rates declined more rapidly than anywhere else in the world – 

from 70 deaths per 1,000 births in 1981 CE to only 32 deaths per 1,000 births in 2014 CE. 

The low infant mortality rate, as well as the excellent healthcare system, have been 

contributing factors to Jordan’s healthy population growth, which will result in a strong 

work force with economic benefits for the whole country. 

 

1. Mention two factors that have been contributing to Jordan's healthy population growth.  

2. What do the underlined words refer to?  

3. From the text, find an idiom that means "the length of time that a person or animal is 

expected to live"  

4. What is the influence of having a healthy population growth on the whole country?  

5. Jordan's healthcare system is successful. Write down two pieces of evidence.  

6. Quote the sentence which indicates to the consequence of great planning on health.  

7.  Patients are still coming to be treated in Jordan. Suggest three reasons for doing that. 
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D- Read the following text, then answer the questions below: 

Scientists have successfully invented a prosthetic hand with a sense of touch. It is an 

exciting new invention, which they plan to develop. It is possible that, in the not-too-distant 

future, similar artificial arms and legs will have taken the place of today’s prosthetic limbs. 

Dennis Sorensen, a 39-year-old from Denmark, was the first person to try out the new 

invention. After losing his left hand in an accident, he had been using a standard prosthetic 

hand for nine years. The new hand, which was developed by Swiss and Italian scientists, 

was a huge improvement. With it, Sorensen could not only pick up and manipulate objects, 

but he could also feel them. ‘When I held an object, I could feel if it was soft or hard, round 

or square,’ he explained. He said that the sensations were almost the same as the ones he 

felt with his other hand. 

Unfortunately, Sorensen was only taking part in trials, and the equipment is not ready 

for general use yet. He was only allowed to wear it for a month, for safety reasons. So now 

he has his old artificial hand back. However, he hopes that soon he will be wearing the new 

type of hand again. He is looking forward to the time when similar artificial limbs are 

available for the thousands of people who need them. He will have helped to transform their 

lives. 

 

1. Dennis Sorensen now has his old artificial hand back for two reasons. Mention them down.  

2. Quote the sentence which shows the nationalities of scientists who invented the new hand. 

3. Dennis Sorensen was able to do many things by the new invented hand. Mention them 

down. 

4. What does the underlined pronoun (it) refer to?  

5. What does the underlined word (other) refer to?  

6. What does the underlined phrase (the equipment) refer to?   

7. From the text, find two synonyms words that are opposite of (natural)?  

8. Suggest three uses for robots in the field of medicine.  
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Model Answers االجابات النموذجية 

 

1. C 2. B 3. B 4. A 5. C 6. D 7. B 8. C 9. B 

10. C 11. C 12. A 13. A 14. D 15.C 16. D 17. A 18. B 

19. C 20. C 21. A 22. C 23. D 24. A 25. B 26. A 27. D 

28. B 29. A 30. B 31. C 32. C  33. A 34. D 35. D 36. D 

37. B 38. D 39. D 40. D 41. B 42. B 43. C 44. B 45. A 

46. A 47. A 48.B  49. A 50. C 51. A 52.B 53. A 54. B 

55. D 56. B 57. A 58. D 59. B 60. C 61. A 62. D 63. B 

64. B 65. D 66. A  67. B 68. A 69. C 70. B 71. A 72. C 

73. A  74. A 75. A 76. B 77. D 78. D 79. C 80. C 81. C 

 

 

 

 Good Luck  

 


